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CONTEXT

The notion of planetary limits is scientific. Nine systems regulate the stability and

resilience of Earth's ecosystems - the interactions of land, ocean, atmosphere and life that

provide the conditions of existence on which our societies depend. Nine thresholds are

defined that must not be exceeded or the stability of the system, and thus the hospitality of

the Earth, is lost. 4 of the 9 limits are already exceeded.

Planetary limits 
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 Stockholm Resilience Centre - Nature et Ecology and Society
Planetary limits 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Stockholm_Resilience_Centre&action=edit&redlink=1
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature_(revue)
https://fr.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ecology_and_Society&action=edit&redlink=1


According to our recent State of the Global Workplace, 85% of the
working population is disengaged, and around 45% of workers want to
change jobs. 

Ca. 45% family companies and SME’s are piloted by leaders who have not
well prepared their succession and next generation business models.

More than ever, companies need new business models adapted to a fast
changing context. People need purpose and to develop new skills.

                    Economy and jobs

People

Demotivation, disengagement, absenteeism, presenteeism, stress
and burnout are at an all-time high. Great resignation among
employees. 

According to Forbes magazine, more than 40% of employees are
thinking of changing jobs in the short or medium term.

According to McKinsey, 19% to 43% of employees complain of
burnout and/or hyper-stress.
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Community of changemakers: the "Linkedin of regeneration

changemakers" - solution holders, experts, entrepreneurs, or

pilots of "regeneration islands"

Marketplace: the "Amazon of regeneration" - products, services

and trainings on regeneration

Kairos Multisolutions Center: the "Wikipedia of regeneration" -

global best practices of fully scalable systemic regeneration

solutions and business models

Launchpad and investment fund: the "Crowdfunding" of

regenerative projects

There are lots of isolated regenerative initiatives. They are mostly small scale, local,

with little visibility and low profitability. 

Our project offers a new economic space based on a cryptocurrency, to create a strong

link between environmental regeneration, economic value, and empowerment of

people and communities. Simultaneously.

"Kairos Multisolutions" has several goals, like making best practices and regenerative

solutions visible - to enable adapting and duplicating them in other geographies,

decentralizing their management, and distributing the knowledge to communities of

changemakers, and get them involved in regenerative economy.

The 3 STEPS to regeneration:

A.   Make visible: inspire with multisolutions and champions' testimonies and

pilot projects in changemakers' community

B.   Make accessible: training in action from the best, with tools from platform,

transfer  and adapt knowledge

C.   Make real: develop, multiply and scale up, business with marketplace,

finance with launchpad

The 4 DIMENSIONS of the Platform:

1.

2.

3.

4.

INTRODUCTION
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THE PLATFORM

Markets Services  
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REGENERATE ENVIRONNEMENT & GOOD FOOD : biodiversity & food autonomy

MULTIPLE ENERGIES - Local Energy production, Multimodal mobility

MULTIFUNCTIONAL BUILDINGS - Eco-co-housing, smart renovation

EDUCATE HEALTHY JOBS - Human regeneration, empowering jobs

SMART RESOURCES - Local waste, C2C, water, resource management

MULTIPLE ECONOMICS and currencies

LOW TECH WORLD - Low cost low tech

ART OF MANAGING AND GOVERNING, culture, art,...

 

The platform will deal with the following ECONOMIC SPACES : 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

 

"Kairos Multisolutions" is a global and collaborative platform powered by a diverse community

committed to the transition, dedicated to sharing and improving regenerative solutions in the

ecological, economic and human transition.



The platform will offer the world's best practices in real time, and provides access to a

privileged space for the community, allowing direct connection of champions

(changemakers) with investors and field actors.

"We make regeneration fun, accessible and profitable - giving becomes investing."

The platform uses its crypto-currency the "Kairos" with the aim of creating a regenerative,

self-financing and transparent economy. Kairos also reduces transaction costs. A holistic

human and environmental balance sheet will be made every year, and put in positive or

offset on all levels. 

Knowledge Center 
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The Kairos Multisolutions Knowledge Center is a database of hundreds of regenerative

systemic business models. It is a list of profitable business plans, practices and/or initiatives

- each responding to at least 3 historical issues - that can serve as models for our

changemakers. It is organized according to 8 emerging economic spaces, and 27 historical

challenges. (the "Wiki" of Regeneration)

The marketplace is a platform connecting buyers and sellers of regenerative products and

services. Here, the champions of regeneration will be able to offer their products, services

and trainings. It will also be possible to franchise products and services.

The Marketplace will also be used to organize and book live and online events.

For companies and administrations wanting to progress with innovations or territories,

consulting will be offered by systemic experts and regenerative project managers.

(The "Amazon" of regeneration)

The Community of the platform are all members and users. It takes the form of a mix

between a forum, discussions will be possible by themes, projects, geolocation or ideas, and a

social network, to learn together, internships, volunteering, co-entrepreneurship projects

(the "Linkedin" of Regeneration). Solution holders, Extrapreneurs, Regeneration Island

owners,... 

 Marketplace 

Changemakers Community

The blockchain will also be used to finance our members' and users' projects, and invest on

long term (The "Crowdfunding" of Regeneration).

 Launchpad & Investment Fund



Phase Date begin Nr K Total K Price/Token

Step 1 01 April 2022 500 K  0,10 €

Step 2 15 August 2022 500 K 1 M 0,14 €

Step 3 15/02/2023 1 M 2 M 0,28 €

Step 4 15/07/2023 3.36 M 5.36 M 0,40 €

Step 5 15010/2023 2.1 M 7.46 M 0,75 €

Public 01/01 2024 1.26 M 8.72 M 0,90 €

Block Delta  10.5 M 19.22 M 1,20 €

THE CRYPTO

The total sale of pre-sales is 2 M Token which corresponds to 4.8% of the total

tokens.

The total sale of private sales is 6.72 M Token which corresponds to 16% of the total

tokens.

The total sale of public sales is 10.5 M, which corresponds to 25% of the total tokens.

The remainder goes to the cash reserve

And is broken down to the team and partners: 20% of the 42 million issued tokens

will be allocated individually to the team members, starting on the date of the ICO.

They will be Time Locked, spreaded from 3 months to 72 months, depending on the

profile of the team member (details see white paper). The team member tokens will

be time locked at least until the Delta block is issued and completed.

42 million Tokens will be created for Kairos under the BSC or Avalanche blockchain,

they will be sold in a progressive way according to these stages.

The Low Cap at ICO is: 500.000€
The Hard Cap at ICO is: 1.344.000€

Introduction
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A few screenshots of our
multiple blockchain testnet on

the next pages !

CRYPTO KAIROS
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Users and members will be able to work together and co-manage in a collaborative

decentralized, transparent governance mode (DAO). Each member can suggest positive

changes based on user experience, projects, improvements, in one of the monthly

community gatherings. 

The advantage of the platform is the direct relationship between the players, such as
investors and champions, which allow transfer of knowledge in a direct way.
 

The direct relationship between players also allows to reduce costs and additional fees

as well as maximize the return of investment.
 

Thanks to Kairos crypto, the process will be transparent and fully traceable. 

A yearly 360 PPP ESG impact measuring will be made of operations, and compensated.

Advantages
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Make added value on the Kairos token, on the long term

Participate in a powerful and credible transition project, open source, collaborative

and transparent

Learn about transition issues, as first users: get into the heart of the reactor, and be

the first to know about interesting projects and solutions, get first choice to invest
with better deals on token launch

In present context, models and paradigm shifts, noise and chaos, trust is lot in

intitutions, "green" pension funds, banks and public services: slow and untransparent.

With Kairos, we work transparent, fast and in fluidity.
Invest in a strong and positive, constructive, very concrete shared vision. A

responsible, eco-responsible and values-based pragmatic performant regenerative
world, which is emerging slowly and inevitably imposing itself. 

The DAO governance is accessible even to first and small investors, thanks to the

blockchain - and not by a hidden elite

Solutions holders also benefit. Their presence on the platform will allow them to gain

visibility for their projects. They will also be able to access funding to develop their

projects, or launch new projects.

They will have the possibility to sell products, services, trainings and expertise.

Finally, the use of our systemic regenerative economic model has its own advantages.

Indeed, it will put forward a model where the economy is regenerative instead of
extractive, in all necessary functionalities and business areas. It allows people to have the

keys to be actors of transition in a concrete way, and with visible results. 

It is not a question of reinventing the wheel, but using what already exists, adapt and
improve, in a collaborative way. 

For the investors in Kairos tokens:



The first projects that will be coached and accelerated by the team, with the platform,

are 1200 to 3000 hectare reforestation projects in the Democratic Republic of Congo, in

parallel with others who want to inspire from them, in other continents (USA, Latin

America, Europe. Agroforestry, permaculture, eco-housing, education, new jobs, low

tech fablabs, ecotourism, food and energy autonomy, healthcare, art & culture - are

amongst those functionalities we will pull-in those territories for regenerative

development. The holders of those low cost solutions, will allow human regeneration

through knowledge transfer, economics of the territories, and environmental impact.

Regeneration Islands - pilot projects

Integrated approach based on paradigm shifts

Regenerative instead of extractive

Systemic, holistic, not simplistic

Empowering people, in concrete action, with visible results

Start with what exists already, not reinvent the wheel

Profitable, new job creating

Collaborative, peer-to-peer by design

Very low risk ventures

High resilience against future shocks

Faster, cheaper, more performant then classical incubation

Why this approach is different, and of high value

1. Empowering people = our excellence, starting point & basic priority 

2. Understanding of sectorial shifts in most business areas 

3. Systemic intelligence, science and tools 

4. Deep understanding of most "Paradigm Shifts" 

5. Regeneration of life, in people, environment, and economy 

6. Biomimetics and principles nurturing life in ecosystems

7. Complexity management & forsythe

8. Inventors of "Systemic Economy" model, best of new models (circular,

social, sharing, knowledge, p2p, ...) 
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ABOUT US
As an independant think tank Club of Brussels, we are experts in "Systemic
Regenerative Transition".

With our « living lab » Extrapreneurs, we train citizens globally, in collaboration with

corporations and public services, to answer multiple challenges and develop

innovations with our systemic regenerative methodology. 

The cryptocurrency « Kairos » is backing a new economic space with marketplace,

project launchpad and solutions bank - animated by a global changemakers

community that has been developing under the radar since 2006.

The Team
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CONTACT

LINKS

HTTPS://WWW.KAIROSMULTISOLUTIONS.ORG

LITEPAPER KAIROS
MULTISOLUTIONS- 2022

info@kairosmultisolutions.org

Kairos Multisolutions Kairos

Kairos Multisolutions

Kairos Multisolutionskairosmultisolutions

Kairos Multisolutions

 
HTTPS://EXTRAPRENEURS.ORG

HTTPS://WWW.CLUBOFBRUSSELS.ORG

mailto:info@kairosmultisolutions.org
https://medium.com/@KAIROSMULTISOLUTIONS?source=user_profile-------------------------------------

